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Section A – Language under the microscope
Text A
Text A is an extract from a column in the Guardian online newspaper written by Charlie Brooker. He
writes a humorous opinion piece every week on a subject of his choice. The article was published on
20 December 2010.
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Section C – Comparing and contrasting texts
Text B
Text B is a transcription taken from the chat show Friday Night with Jonathan Ross, broadcast
on BBC One in September 2007. Simon Pegg is an actor, writer and comedian and Jonathan
Ross is the chat show host and comedian. It is a part of an eight minute segment in the show,
which at the time had a wide audience of around seven million viewers.
Ross: you’re very are you genuinely nerdy or is it something that you’ve acquired over the years
d’you think
Pegg: I'm I’m geeky not nerdy
Ross: is there what’s the difference
Pegg: I think I was having this discussion the other day with with Jessica Stevenson who I did
Spaced with and she
Ross: who is a brilliant comic actress
Pegg: amazing comic actress incredibly talented (1) err she was we were talkin’ about the
differences between geeks and nerds and I think err (1) a geek is like an enth an enthusiast
someone (.) you’re
Ross:
Pegg:

// oh yeah
a geek and ha - have admitted it so you’re a

big comic book fan you know your stuff whereas a nerd is someone who’s a little bit more sort of
you know just the spekky idiot
Ross: socially inept
Pegg: socially inept
Ross: socially inept is a nicer way of saying spekky idiot
Pegg: yeah
[laughter from audience] (2)
Ross: but but I always thought you had nerdish qualities if we wanna pursue this line ah (1) err
for example I hope this doesn’t embarrass you but I warned Keira Knightly about you before the
show
Pegg: yeah
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Ross: I bumped into her in the and I said you wanna watch out because
Pegg:

//

[unclear utterance]

Ross: he’s one of those guys who’s slightly obsessed about Star Wars
Pegg: right and she was
Ross:

// and as you know Keira was err (.) what was Keira in Star Wars

Pegg: she was one of Padme’s handmaidens (.) I think I dunno I
Ross:

// yeah not not not a lot of people would have

got that even Keira has forgotten what she played
Pegg:

// but I don’t even like but listen

Ross: in Star Wars you know she was one of Padme’s handmaidens
Pegg: I wasn’t even a fan of the Phanʔom Menace but I do know thaʔ that’s that’s that’s a terrible
thing I think
Ross: you you do the err the sound effects from err various Star Wars characters I believe
Pegg: don’t try and lure me into some nerd trap
[laughter from audience] (3)
Ross: it’s hardly quicksand Pegg
[laughter from audience] (3)
you can get ouʔ again quickly

TRANSCRIPTION KEY
(.)

micropause

(1/2/3)

pause in seconds

//

overlapping speech

bold text

stress/increased volume

ʔ
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Section C – Comparing and contrasting texts
Text C

Text C is an extract from Simon Pegg’s autobiography Nerd Do Well – A small boy’s
journey to becoming a big kid. He is reflecting on how he first became interested in the
Hollywood blockbuster films, Star Wars. This item has been removed due to third party
copyright restrictions.
S Pegg, ‘Nerd Do Well – A small boy’s journey to becoming a big kid’, pp122-123, Arrow,
2011.
A copy of the extract is available through the inside look on Amazon or through Google
Books: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Nerd-Do-Well-Simon-Pegg/dp/0099551551
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=fj0boKk5keoC&printsec=frontcover&dq=simon+peg
g+nerd+do+well&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjwn8HfpZLoAhX1QEEAHa2bCUUQ6AEIK
DAA#v=onepage&q=crowd-pleasing%20theatrics&f=false
pp122-123: The extract opens with ‘Despite the crowd-pleasing theatrics’ and finishes at
‘it was in many ways my childhood muse.’
For other examples of this type of question please see our past papers, available through
our website and Interchange. Alternatively, see our ExamBuilder platform for the full list of
relevant mock questions.
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